September 4, 2017

Annexe to:

IECEx CML 16.0105X Issue 1

Applicant:

Pulsar Process Measurement Ltd.

Apparatus:

MicroFlow-i and MicroFlow-T

Product Description
MicroFlow-i
The MicroFlow-i is a two wire loop powered process flow measurement sensor utilising radar
technology. The sensor is housed in a non-metallic enclosure with integral cable which connects to
control equipment located in the safe area. The equipment can be operated in either 4-20 mA loop
powered mode or digital HART mode. The enclosure incorporates a threaded cap which allows the
equipment to be mounted on a suitable bracket.
Intrinsic safety is achieved by connecting to the non-hazardous area via an intrinsically safe
interface device, and by encapsulation of the electronics and sensor.
The equipment has the following safety description:
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MicroFlow-T
The MicroFlow-T is a DC powered process flow measurement sensor utilising radar technology.
The sensor is housed in a non-metallic enclosure with integral five core cable which connects to
control equipment located in the safe area providing power and data communication. The enclosure
incorporates a threaded cap which allows the equipment to be mounted on a suitable bracket.
Intrinsic safety is achieved by connecting to the non-hazardous area via an intrinsically safe
interface device, and by encapsulation of the electronics and sensor.
The equipment has the following safety description:
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Conditions of manufacture
None

Conditions of Certification/Special Conditions for Safe Use
i.

Under certain extreme circumstances, the non-metallic parts incorporated in the
enclosure of this equipment may generate an ignition-capable level of electrostatic
charge. Therefore, the equipment shall not be installed in a location where the external
conditions are conducive to the build-up of electrostatic charge on such surfaces. This is
particularly important if the equipment is installed in a zone 0 location. In addition, the
equipment shall only be cleaned with a damp cloth.

ii.

The equipment shall be routinely inspected to avoid the build-up of dust layers when
installed in a Zones 20, 21, or 22.

iii.

When installing the equipment, the installer shall consider the length of integral cable
attached to the equipment, in addition to any externally installed cable. The integral cable
shall
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